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ABSTRACT
The theory of decoupling a multivariable system with the help
of state variable feedback has been applied to discrete time systems.
The system differential equations in the continuous time domain are
converted to a discrete time representation. A discrete time controller
is designed to control the overall input to the system such that a spec-
ified desired decoupled output response is obtained. The main advantage
of such a decoupling is that the decoupled system behaves as a set of
single-input, single-output systems and, hence, state variable tech-
niques can be easily applied to control each output individually.
Control is achieved by periodically sampling the inputs and all
the states and feeding them back through a controller. For linear time
invariant systems the control happens to be time invariant. The basic
theory of decoupling involves feeding back all the states twice, first
to decouple the system and then to achieve a desired response. The
states of the system are computed with the help of a state estimator
which calculates all the present states of the system based upon only
the past values of inputs and outputs so that on-line control can be
applied to real time systems.
Finally, the above theory is applied to a model of a nuclear
rocket engine. In doing so, the nonlinear equations of the model have
been linearized about the operating point.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
With smaller, cheaper and faster computers, digital control is a
useful and sometimes more flexible alternative to continuous time con-
trol. In most non-trivial, continuous optimal control problems, the
design depends upon the solution of nonlinear differential equations.
Since.these equations must be solved on the computer, they must be dis-
cretized in time and an approximate solution sought. The alternative
is to view the problem as a discrete-time problem to start with. Then
only algebraic .equations .occur, theoretical difficulties are reduced,
digital computer solutions are straightforward,.and computation time is
usually reduced dramatically [Williams, 1969].
The specific concern of this study is to discretize the systems
which have multiple inputs and outputs with no interaction, i.e., to
design the system such that one input affects one and only one output.
(It is assumed that the system has an equal number of inputs and out-
puts.) One very practical example of such a system is a nuclear rocket
engine where the typical inputs are reactivity and pressure ratio across
the turbo pumps and the outputs are temperature and pressure. We will
consider this example in more detail in later sections of this study.
Several other examples are listed in Slivinsky [1969] and Ferg [1971],
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One advantage of decoupling is that the decoupled system appears
to function in the simplest possible manner when seen from the input-
output point of view. Because the decoupled system behaves as a set of
single input-single output systems, well-known state variable feedback
design techniques can be applied to these subsystems to achieve the
desired transfer function response.
Attempts to achieve non-interaction for the continuous time sys-
tems started as early as 1950. Until the early 1960's the conventional
frequency domain techniques were the only basis of design [Boksenbom and
Hood, 1949; Horowitz, 1960; Brockett and Mesarovic, 1962]. Morgan [1963]
first studied state variable techniques to achieve non-interaction. How-
ever, Falb and Wolovich [1967] were the first to formulate and prove the
necessary and sufficient conditions for decoupling a multivariable sys-
tem.
In the first part of Chapter 2 an algorithm is provided for dis-
cretizing a continuous time system. The method discussed for finding a
discrete time equivalent for a continuous time system has been utilized
throughout this study. The second portion of Chapter 2 draws a parallel
to Falb and Wolovich's work in discrete time. The complicated proof for
necessary and sufficient conditions for decoupling has been omitted but
the procedure is identical to that of Falb and Wolovich.
Chapter 3 draws a parallel to the work of Gilbert [1969] for'
discrete time systems. Gilbert utilized Falb and Wolovich's standard
procedure for decoupling and then changed variables in the decoupled
system to establish a canonical form for multivariable systems. The.
3use of this canonical form permits the identification of the poles and
zeros of each subsystem. The prior theory only identified the pole-
zero excess of each subsystem. (The number of subsystems equals the
number of inputs which equals the number of outputs.)
In Chapter 4 we separate the subsystems of the CD (canonically
decoupled) system and find the feedback and gain coefficients for each
of the above subsystems to realize a specified subsystem transfer func-
tion. The feedback and gain matrices for the whole CD system are formed
by assembling the feedback and gain coefficients of all the subsystems
in partitioned matrix form. Once the feedback and gain matrices for a
desired decoupled transfer function response are known for the CD system
the equivalent feedback and gain matrices for the original system are
easily calculated.
In Chapter 5 we deviate from the main topic in order to pay
attention to inaccessible state variables. In many practical systems
it is not possible to measure all the states of the system needed for
state variable feedback. Thus, assuming no noise is present, the con-
cept of observability is used to estimate the present values of the
states from the past and/or present outputs and inputs. Since any com-
puter will take a finite amount of time to calculate the proper control
based upon states, we may not be able to use present inputs and outputs
to calculate present states for on-line control. Also, a complete
algorithm is developed to compute the present values of all the states
from the past inputs and outputs [Williams, 1969].
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present a simple third order example
in detail and then a more practical example concerning a nuclear rocket
. - 4
engine. Since the computations are very involved, computer programs
were used throughout this latter example and only the results of the
various steps are presented.
The last chapter presents conclusions and a brief review of
the important steps involved in decoupling a discrete time system.
Suggestions for further research are also given.
The Appendix lists the computer programs which were developed
for this study.
CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM STATEMENT
System Notation
Unless specifically mentioned:
1. A capital letter in a system equation denotes a matrix whose di-
mensions are compatible with the other variables in the equation.
2. A lower case letter denotes either a scalar quantity or an ele-
ment of a vector.
3. A system equation refers to the discrete time system or a
discrete time equivalent system.
4. A subscript i on a vector is used to denote the i element of
the vector,and similarly a subscript i on a matrix is used to
denote ic^ row of the matrix.
5. m is the number of inputs and also the number of outputs of the
multivariable system.
6. n is the number of states of the system in question.
7. The system under study is both controllable and observable
[Kalman, I960].
8. n _>_ m.
System Representation in Discrete Time
In modern control theory the linear differential equations
describing the behavior of a continuous time system are represented
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in vector matrix notation as a set of n first order differential equa-
tions as follows
X(t) = AX(t) + BU(t) (2.1)
y(t) = CX(t) (2.2)
where (*) indicates the vector derivative w.r.t time t.
X(t) is an n element column vector representing the states of
the system.
U(t) is an m element column vector representing the control
inputs to the system.
Y(t) is an m element column vector representing the outputs of
the system.
A is nxn system state matrix.
B is nxm system control matrix.
C is mxn output matrix.
In short hand notation Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) are written as S(A,B,C).
It is well known [Schultz and Melsa, 1967] that Eq. (2.1) has the
solution
X(t) = eA(t"to)X(t0) + eA(t~T)BU(T)dT (2.3)
where X(tQ) represents the values of states at the reference time tQ.
With. T as a sampling time and k an integer, if t is replaced by (k+l)T
i
and t0 by KT, we get
7AT r \« . •-•./.•. A / k - i
 T__\
= eA1X(kT) + e*^1 x T 'BU(T)dT (2.4)
kT
with a change in variable (k+l)T - T = X, we get
AT fT .,
X((k+l)T) = e X(kT) + e ABU(k+l T- X ) d X (2.5)
o
The evaluation of the above integral depends upon the way in
which the input is formed. In this report two separate methods are con-
sidered for converting the number sequence from the digital controller
into a time function. One of the most intriguing aspects of this thesis
is the substantial differences in the ease of decoupling which occur
between the two methods of data reconstruction.
1. Impulse approximation: In this method the input in the
interval of integration is an impulse.
2. Polynomial approximation: In this method the input in the
interval is a polynomial.
Both methods have their relative advantages and disadvantages.
Method 1 gives a simple answer and preserves the form of the B matrix,
i.e., preserves zeros in the matrix, which has a marked effect on the
decoupling as we shall see in the further developments. However, the
impulse is difficult to approximate in practice. Method 2 is more
practical but has the disadvantage of changing the form of the B
matrix, which may introduce uncontrollable poles in the system.
8In method 1 U(T) in the interval kT - (k+l)T is TU(kT) <S(k+l T-T)
From Eq. (2.4) the state equation becomes
AT
X((k+l)T) = e X (kT) + BTU(kT) (2.6)
In method 2 there are several possibilities. If we use a zero order
hold (ZOH), the control input U(k+T T-X) of Eq. (2.5) in the interval
0-T is the constant U(kT) . Equation (2.5) becomes
X((k+l)T) = eATX(kT) + [[ eAX dX] BU(kT) (2.7)
o
ATCommonly the matrix e is represented by the symbol $ (T) . We will omit
the argument T for notational convenience everywhere in the equation.
fT AXAlso, we denote by B' the matrix [ e dX] so that Eq. (2.6) and (2.7)
o
can be rewritten in the simplified form as follows:
X(k+l) = $X(k) + BTU(k) (2.8)
X(k+l) = *X(k) + B'BU(k) (2.9)
Both of the above equations can be represented by a single equation
= *X(k) + HU(k) (2.10)
where H is the control transition which depends upon the approximation
N
used in the evaluation of the integral. Substituting t = k in Eq. (2.2)
we get
y(k) =CX(k) (2.11)
9where the argument T is omitted for convenience. Equations (2.10) and
(2.11) define the multivariable system in discrete time and form the
basis for the rest of our study.
State Variable Closed Loop Feedback
We now want to find out the feedback and gain matrices F and G
such that the overall control input to the system U(k) [see Fig. 2.1]
is given by
U(k) = FX(k) + GR(k) (2.12)
The object of the rest of the report is to find F and G which
decouples the multivariable system in the desired manner. Here F is a
mxn matrix and G is an mxm matrix. R(k) is the mxl reference input.
Substituting for U(k) in Eq . (2.10) we get
+ H[FX(k) + GR(k)]
The closed-loop system equation in terms of the reference input is
X(k+l) = ($+HF)X(k) + HGR(k) (2.13)
Delay Decoupling
Falb and Wolovich [1967] were the first to develop a procedure
which integrator decouples the continuous time system; that is, they
place all the poles of the decoupled system at the origin. We proceed
on the same lines but with a discrete time system, we delay decouple
the system. That is, we place all the poles of the decoupled system
at the origin in the z-domain.
10
R(k) U(k) Y(k)
Fig. 2.1 Closed Loop State Variable Feedback
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Let us define
d± = minimum [j; C^R ^ 0, j = 0, 1 ...n-lj
and d. = n-1 if the above is not satisfied for any j less than n. As
mentioned in the beginning C. means i row of the output matrix c.
The scalar d. is the smallest integer j such that C.$ H J= 0. As we will
see in the next chapter, d. + 1 represents the pole zero excess for the
itn subsystem.
For the ith subsystem
Yj.(k+l) = C X(k+l) = C.JC'f-tHF) X(k) + HGR(k)]
C.., HF X(k) + X± HGR(k)
(k)
if d. > 0
Y.(k+2) = C. $X(k+l) = C..^  $[($+HF) X(k) + HGR(k)]
C.., $2X(k) + C± $HF X(k) + C..^  $HGR(k)
if d. > 1i
and, similarly
= C $di X(k)
Hence
Y^ k+cL+1) = Ci$dix(k+l) = Ci$di[($+HF)x(k) + HGR(k)]
12
= (C±*di+1+ x(k) + G1*HGR(k) (2.15)
For the sake of notational convenience we define
* d,-
Hi = Ci * H
so that we can rewrite Eq. (2.15) as follows
Y = [$? + H*F] x(k) + H GR(k)
rth
(2.16)
The value of d.+l determines the pole zero excess of the ic subsystem.
We will have m such equations for i = 1 ... m and we can combine these
m equations and represent them by one single matrix equation as follows
p * 1Yl
*y2
*
Y
m
™
.
' * 1
A
m
•
*$
m
+
r * -i
Hl
*
H2
•
*
H
m _
F
.
x(k) +
r • * -i
Hl
*
H2
•
*
H
m
GR(k) (2.17)
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or, in its simplified form
Y = (« + H*F) x(k) + H*GR(k) (2.18)
We want to choose F and G such that we can achieve a decoupling between
the outputs Y and inputs R.
Choose
* *_i *
F = F =-H $
* *_i
G = G = - H
(2.19)
So that Eq. (2.18) reduces to
Y = R(k) (2.20)
or, in its expanded form
" Y (k +
1
Y2(k +
Y (k +
m
d1 + 1) "
d2 + 1)'
d + 1)
m
=
" R, (k) "1
R2(k)
R
:
(k)
~.
 m
and separating them
Y±(k + d± = R±(k) (2.21)
Equation (2.21) shows that i^ -h output is a function of only the i input
and the output follows the input delayed by (d.+l)T sees. Thus, in a way,
our system has been decoupled.
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Falb and Wolovich prove that the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for a multivariable system to be decoupled is the non-singularity
of matrix H* [1967],
The F and G matrices of Eq. (2.19) are not the only matrices
which decouple the system. Actually this is a very restricted way of
decoupling. To show this, let us take the z transform of Eq. (2.20)
- R±(z)
or
This subsystem has all its poles at the origin. Our system may
be too sluggish. However, as shown in the next chapter, the above form
of decoupling forms the basis for further discussion and restores our
confidence in state variable feedback.
To displace the poles from the origin, let us start from Eq.
(2.18) which is
Y* =•(**+ H F) X(k) + H*GR(k) (2.18)
let us choose
G = H W where W is mxm diagonal matrix
* i r6 j *~i •
F = H " \ I M C* - « (2.23)
lj=o 3 I
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where 6 = max [d.,d_. . d ] and M.'s are mxm diagonal matrices for each
j from p to <5. Then"substituting (2.23) into (2.10) we get
Z M
J
X(k) + WR(k) (2.24)
u
where • £ M. C$ is a sum of 6 mxn matrices and, hence, has a dimension
of mxn.
Separating out the ith subsystem (ith row of Eq. (2.24)), we get
Y.Ck-W.+l) = I M C $ X(k) +W..R (k)i i ..=o ij i ix i
we know from the development of Eq. (2.15)
C±*J X(k) = Y±(k+j) for j £
therefore
= mi() Y±(k) + m±1 Y±(k+l)
m. , Y.(k+d.) + W..R.(k)
where m. is the i^1 diagonal term of M. matrix. Taking the z transform
13 3
of the above equation
WI±R(Z)
[zdi+1 - m.d zdi - ... m z + m±Q] Y (z) = W R(z)
i
16
or
Y.(z) ' ' W1±
R.(z) drKL dii z *- - m j z -...-m. , z + m.id. 11
The coefficients m. where p = 0,1...d. can be chosen as desired and,
hence, the poles of the decoupled subsystem can be placed at any desired
position.
However, because the absence of zeros restricts our choice of
transfer functions, a more general approach is considered in the next
two chapters.
CHAPTERS
CANONICAL DECOUPLING
In this chapter a canonical representation of the multivariable
system is found. The main advantage of such a representation is that
the internal structure of the system is recognized which in turn may
be used to separate the subsystems of the system.
Gilbert [1969] worked with the integrator decoupled system of
Falb and Wolovich [1967]. Since the decoupling procedure changes the
system dynamics, the canonical representation of a decoupled system
gives only the approximate structure of the subsystem. However, this
is a significant improvement over the DD (Delay Decoupled) system of
the last chapter where only the pole-zero excess of the subsystems were
available. By finding a canonical representation of the DD system, we
are able to determine both the poles and the zeros of the system. We
have more flexibility in positioning the poles of the subsystems which
were cancelled by any open loop zeros in the subsystem in the .previous
development.
In Chapter 2 the matrics F* and G* (Eq. 2.19) delay decouple
the system. Since we reserve the notation R for the open loop control
input of the original system, let us denote the open loop input to DD
system by U. Thus the closed-loop input to the original system is
given by
17
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U(k) = F* X(k) + G* U(k) . . (3.1)
Substituting the above into the system Eq. (2.21) and (2.11), we get
the DD system equations as follows
X(k+l) = $X(k) + H[F* X(k) + G* U(k)]
Y(k) = C X(k)
or
X(k+l) = ($ + HF*) X(k) + HG* U(k)
Y(k) = C X(k)
Let us define
"$ = $ + HF*
H = HG*
C" = C
then the DD system equations are given by
X(k+l) = ? X(k) + H U(k) (3.2)
Y(k) = C~X(k) (3.3)
The original system S($,H,C), the DD system S($,H,C) and the feedback
and gain matrices F* and G* which convert S($,H,C) to S($,H,C) are
shown in Fig. 3.1.
The transformation of the delay decoupled system into the
canonical form is done with the help of a change of variable
X(k) = Q X(k) . (3.4)
19
Open Loop Original System
U(k)
<D
*. H, C)
Fig. 3.1 Open Loop Delay Decoupled System
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where the matrix Q takes the DD system S($,H,C) into the canonical
A A Ai A
form S($,H,C). The transformation matrix Q is found as follows
[Gilbert, 1969].
The key point in the computation of the Q matrix is to inves-
tigate the Q matrix defined as follows
where Q is an n element row vector [q q._ ... q. ]
where the row vector Q. satisfies the following (m-l)xn relations
k = 1, 2, ... m but k ^  i : (m-1) values, and
j = 0, 1, ..., n-1 : n values of j.
There are only n unknowns in Q. and we have (m-l)xn equations, but a lot
of these equations are redundant.
Actually, the real values of q. y =l...nare not of interest.
Rather, the number of nonzero different elements in the vector Q. is
the dimension of Q. and is denoted by n . n. determines the order of
the itn subsystem in the system. The transformation matrix Q is
given by
21
Q = Q2
Vi
where Q is a n.xn matrix for i = 1, 2 . . m and Q is a n - £ n.^ x n
matrix. Thus the rank of Q is determined. The actual elements of Q
are given as follows.
The first d.+ 1 rows of each Q. matrix {n,-xn} for i = 1, .. mi xi i '
are C.$ , C ($) , ... C ($) i and the remaining n.j_ - dj_ - 1 rows are
any linearly independent rows. The rows of Q,, are also any linearly
nri-1
independent rows independent of all the rows of all the Q matrices
i = 1 .. m. Thus the Q matrix is fully determined.
A computer program has been written by Gilbert and Pivinichny
[1969] which computes the transformation matrix Q and the matrices
representing the canonically transformed system S($,H,C). Consequently,
one need not do by hand the tedious calculations involved. However, in
our simple example of Chapter 6 we illustrate the basic calculations.
To find the equations for the canonical representation we simply
substitute for X(k) from X(k) = Q X(k) in Eq. (3.2) and (3.3)
Q -1 X(k+l) = SO;""1 X(k) + H U(k)
Y(k) = C~
or
X(k+l) = Q
Y(k) = C~
X(k)
X(k) •+ Q H U(k)
X(k)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
22
Let us define
$ = Q *" Q"1
H = Q H
C « C~ Q"1 = CQ"1
Then
X(k+l) = $ X(k) + H U(k) (3.9)
^Y(k) = C X(k) (3.10)
Figure 3.2 illustrates such a transformation and the transformed
system. The figure also illustrates the closed loop input to this
canonically transformed system.
s\ ' *
Suppose we are able to find out a set of matrices F and G such
that overall input to the canonical system
U(k) = F X(k) + G R(k) (3.11)
forces the system to give the desired decoupled response. Then by
proceeding backwards we can find out a set of matrices F and G which
when fed back to the original system will produce the same response as
/». .^
the canonically decoupled system with F and G, as shown below.
The input U(k) to the DD system is given by
U(k) = U(k) = F Q X(k) + G R(k) (3.12)
A
since X(k) = Q X(k) (see Fig. 3.2). But the total closed loop input to
the original system is given by U(k) where
23
R(k)
S(*,H,C)
»H,
U(k)
N\
i
i
U(k) U(k)
S(*,H,C)
X(k)
X(k) = Q X(k)
x(k)
Fig. 3.2 Block Diagram of System with All the Feedbacks and
Gains and the Equivalent Original .System
Y(k)
-^
to
abo cl
4
»te
.
CHAPTER 4
DESIRED SUBSYSTEM RESPONSE
Separation of Subsystems
Gilbert [1969] has shown that the matrices $, H and C in the
^ ^ /s >N
CD system S($,H,C) equations
X(k+l) = $X(k) + HU(k) (4.1)
Y(k) = CX(k) (4.2)
will have a canonical form in which the subsystems of the system appear
in partitioned matrix form. Without loss of generality the canonical
A A ^
form of $, H, and C can be demonstrated by an example of a fourth order
system with two inputs and two outputs. Let n (the order of first
subsystem) = 2 and n = 1. Thus, 4 - n - n« = 1 = the number of un-
controllable poles in the system.. The superscripts 1, 2, and c will
denote subsystems 1, 2, and uncontrollable part, respectively. Then $
A A
H, and C will have the form as shown below and also they can be parti-
tioned to separate the subsystems as shown.
r 1 1
m m
11. 12
J- *1(D m
21 22
0 0
C C
o
0
2
$11
*5
0
0
0
Q
*p
H
Hl
H1H2
0
.
Hl
0
0
""H2"
Hl
Hc
2.
25
~C11 C12
0 0
0
Q
"
0
Thus, the subsystems can be separated as follows
26
"1 ) =
;*u •«'
$ $
. 11 22 _
X (k) +
Hl
Hi
. 2 .
U^k)
Y1(k) = [C^ C*2 ] ^(k)
(4.3)
"1 J -7
X (k+1) = $ X (k) +
Y2(k) = C^ X2(k)
(4.4)
Now we want to find out the feedback and gain matrices, F and G, such
that the closed loop input
U(k) = F X(k) + G R(k) (4.5)
to the CD system produces the desired decoupled response. It has also
been shown that the system will preserve decoupling if F and G can also
^ /s . *.
be partitioned in the same form as $, H, and C, i.e., for our above
fourth order example we must have
27
0 0
0
2
0 "
0
11 • 0
U(k) can also be partitioned into systems. Here
x1(k)
U2(k) = F2^ X2(k) + G2^ r2(k)
(4.6)
(4.7)
We now have m single input-single output subsystems which are decoupled.
Thus, the familiar state variable feedback techniques can be applied to
position the poles of each subsystem at the desired positions. In vector
matrix equation form the ifc" subsystem can be represented as follows
UX(k) (4.8)
Y±(k) =
UX(k) =
(4.9)
(4.10)
where the dimensions of the matrices correspond to an n. th order single
input-single output system.
*i ~iWe want to find F and G for each of the m subsystems so that
A ^
by combining them into partitioned matrix form F and G can be formed.
Since finding of F and G is similar for all the subsystems, we will
demonstrate the method by considering one general case of an nth order
28
subsystem. For the sake of convenience, let us drop the subscript from
Eq. (4.8) and (4.9) and assume that the equations describing the ith
subsystem are
X(k+l) = *X(k) + HU(k) (4.10)
Y(k) = C X(k) (4.11)
U(k) = F X(k) + G R(k) (4.12)
Desired Subsystem Transfer Function
First, an input to output transfer function for each subsystem
is selected. The subsystem transfer functions form the diagonal terms
in the overall transfer function of the system and since the system has
been .decoupled, ..the -nondiagonal terms .are zero. Thus, picking a trans-
fer function for the i subsystem is picking an ifc diagonal term in
the overall transfer function of the system.
Since we are using only state-variable feedback techniques, the
following two limitations must be kept in mind:
1. The order of the subsystem response cannot be increased.
2. The position of the subsystem zeros cannot be changed.
If the subsystem zero happens to be outside the unity circle in
the z-domain, then the system will go unstable at high gains. Also, if
the sum of the order of the subsystems is less than the order of the
main system, then there are poles of the system which are not con-
trollable by state variable feedback. If any of those poles happens
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to be in an unstable region, the system will be unstable after de-
coupling even though the system might be stable before decoupling.
\
Use of Phase Variable Transformation Techniques
Suppose that our subsystem has a transfer function of the form
, k (Z* + a Z*"1* a Z£'2+ .... a Z + a )
' •*•
n
(4.13)
and keeping in mind the limitations of state variable feedback, our
desired transfer function must be
Y(z)
R(z)
o o _i
k(Z* + a 0 Z * J
desired " T ^n " " ^n-l" *'' 422 Hl
(4.14)
where a., p. and q. are any general coefficients and SL < n. The feed-
back and gain coefficients to achieve the above desired transfer
function are very easily found if our subsystem is represented in
phase variable from because the coefficients of the transfer function
numerator and denominator polynomial,directly appear in the C and $
matrices of the system, respectively. Such a representation is highly
desirable because the feedback coefficients are then directly found by
the difference of polynomial coefficients of the similar power of Z
in the two transfer functions.
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Let the matrix T be such that the transformation X1(k) = T X(k)
brings the system into phase variable form. Then with the above substi-
tution the phase variable representation of our subsystem is given by
X1(k+1) = $'X(k) + H' U(k) (4.15)
Y(k) = C' X'(k) (4.16)
U(k) = F' X'(k) + G' r(k) (4.17)
where
$' = T"1 $T
H1 = T'1 H
C' = CT
It has been shown that such a transformation matrix is nonsingular for a
controllable and observable system and an algorithm for calculating T
has been given by various writers. The one used during this study was
as given by Johnson and Wbnham [1966] which is as follows.
Then
Let T = [T- T- ... T ] where T.. are n element column vectors.1 L n 1
T = H
n
T , = $T - p T
n-1 n. n n
T = $T — p T
n-2 n-1 n-1 n
T2 = $T3 - P2Tn
Tl = $T2 - PlTn
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Thus, the matrix T can be calculated from the system matrices and the
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the system. Thus,
the matrices $', Hf and C1 must be of the form:
0 1 0 0 ... 0
0 0 1 0 ... 0
$« =
0 0 0 0 ... 1
"VP2"P3 ' • • • '
H' =
' 0 "
0
0
•
•
0
1
C' = k'^ a. ... a 0 0 .. 0]1 2 £
Let
F' =. ^ .. r] and G' = g1
So that substituting U(k) = [f| f^  .. f^ j X'(k) -f g' (k) in Eq. (4.15)
we get
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0
0
0
•
0
;pi+f:
1 0 0 . 0 "
0 1 0 . . . 0
.
.
0 0 . . . 1
-p2+f2 . . . . -p_+ff. f. n n^
X(k) +
"o "
0
0
.
0
g'
•*- /i \ 1 I r 1TT I U" 1 ST if I 3 3 £1 I
*• \I\.J K. L^-i **o • • «• J
Since even after feedback the system is still in phase variable form,
the new transfer function is given by
g'kf[Z
.... (P2-f2)z + P.f. (4.18)
If the transfer function of Eq. (4.18) is to be the same as the desired
transfer function of Eq. (4.14), f. and g'must satisfy:
g'k1 = k
n
g1 = k/k'
f - q
n n
"
 fn-l = Vl
f =
n
fn-i
Pn 'I
-»;.i - qn-l
p - f = q.
P2-
PI-
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S(*',H',C')
R(k)
G' r\t
1
1
1
1
1
•^ u' (k) 'u(k)
"J i
*
i
i
i
i
F'
1
f
(
i
S($,H,(
X'(k)
tii
|-
!y(k)
T 1 - ' 1»-
i) 1 ^
1
1
1
X(k) I
1
1
1
= rtdO j
i
i
j
X'(k)
Note: U'(k) = closed loop feedback for subsystem in phase variable
form S($',H',C').
U(k) = closed loop feedback for original subsystem S^ .H.C),
Fig. 4.1 Phase Variable Transformed System
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Thus, U(k) = [f j^ f£ ... T] .X'(k) + g' r(k) can be determined. Substi-
tuting X1(k) = T"1 X(k), we get
U(k) = [f! f! ... f ' jT" X(k) + g' r(k)1 / n
In order to have the desired transfer function of Eq. (4.14), the closed
loop feedback to the subsystem of the CD system must satisfy [see Fig. 4.1]
U(k) = F X(k) + G R(k)
where F = [f' f' .. f']T~ and G = g1. Reinserting the subscripts
which we had dropped in Eq. (4.12) for convenience
. U^ k) = F1 Xi(k) + G1 Y (k).
>\
Thus, U. can be calculated for all the m subsystems. Hence, by assembl-
"± "± "
ing all F and G in partitioned matrix form, F and G in Eq. (4.5) for
the whole CD system can be calculated. We have seen in the last chapter
^ ^
that once F and G for the CD system are known, F and G for the original
system can be calculated as given by Eq. (3.14) and (3.15).
CHAPTER 5
INACCESSIBLE STATE VARIABLES
So far the desired transfer function is based upon state vari-
able feedback given by:
U(k) = F X(k) + G R(k).
Obviously, this requires that all the states be available for feedback
at all times k. This is seldom true in practice. In most systems
either the outputs or a noisy measurement of the internal state vari-
ables is all that is available.
If the system is observable and no noise is present, the states
can be estimated from the input and output measurements which is
relatively simple in descretized systems. The problem of estimating
states reduces to solving a set of n linear simultaneous equations.
Although in practice, some noise is always generated because of roundoff
error, the effect can be considerably reduced by increasing the word
length of the computer. The following development assumes that the word
length available is sufficient for all practical purposes.
Time Considerations
We assume that the present state and output only depend upon the
past values of the input, i.e., no direct path exists from the input to
the output. This assumption is true for systems which cannot respond
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instantaneously. Since all computers take a finite time to make a
computation, the current values of the output will not be used in esti-
mating the current values of the states. Thus, the states will be
available when they are needed provided that the estimation time is less
than the sample period. This is necessary for on-line control. Once
again the system equations in discrete time are given by
X(k+l) = $X(k) + H U(k) (5.1)
Y(k) = CX(k) (5.2)
Since the system is observable and since $ exists, we can multiply
both sides of Eq. (5.1) by $~ to get
= X(k) + *- HU(k) (5.3a)
Shifting one step in time backward
*
-1
 X(k) = X(k-l) + 4'1 HU(k-l) (5.3b)
and similarly,
$~1 X(k-l) = X(k-2) + $~1 HU(k-2) (5.3c)
• * »
• * •
• • •
$~1 X(k-p) = X(k-p-l) + 4"1 HU(k-p-l) (5.3d)
for all integer values of p. Multiplying the equation in (5.3a) by C
on both sides and noting that C X(k-l) = Y(k-l), we get
C^ "1 X(k) = Y(k-l) + C^ "1 HU(k-l) (5.4a)
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For a system of order n there are n unknown states and, hence,
we need at least n simultaneous linear equations to solve for the n
unknowns. But for a multiple input-multiple output system Eq. (5.4a)
is a set of m simultaneous equations so we need p such equations
where
p = n/m if n/m is an integer
p = next greatest integer if n/m is not an integer
In the first case, we will have n simultaneous equations and n unknowns
and in the second case we will have n unknowns and a little more than
n equations. Multiply Eq. (5.3a) by $ on both sides and substituting
from Eq. (5.3c)
$~2 X(k) = $~1 X(k-l) + $ 2 HU(k-l)
= X(k-2) + fc"1 HU(k-2) + $~2 HU(k-l)
Multiplying both sides by C and noting that Y(k-2) = CX(k-2), we get
C$~2 X(k) = Y(k-2) + C$~2 HU(k-l) + C*"1 HU(k-2) (5.4b)
Similarly by multiplying (5.3b) by $ and substituting from Eq. (5.3)
we get
$~P X(k) = $~^P~~1^X(k-l) + <!>~P HU(k-l)
= $~(p"2)X(k-2) + $~P HU(k-l) + $~(p~1) HU(k-2)
= X(k-p) + $~P HU(k-l) + j"^"1^ HU(k-2) + . . .*-1HU(k-p)
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Multiplying by C on both sides and noting that Y(k-p) = CX(k-p) , we
get -
C$~PX(k) = Y(k-p) + C$~PHU(k-l) + C«~*P"'1)HU(k-2) + ... C^'
Rewriting Eq. (5.4a) through (5.4c) in partitioned matrix form
(5.4c)
" cr1 "
c $
•
•
~"P
X(k) =
-
Y(k-l)
Y(k-2)
•
•
. Y(k-p) .
+
C$~1H 0 ... 0
C$~2H C^ H ... 0
•
*
_ C$~PH C*~^P H ... C^ '^ H,
U(k-l)
U(k-2)
•
*
. U(k-p) .
or, in a more concise form,
(5.5a)
[MC'O] X(k) = [YKP] + [MCOH][UKP]
where MCO, YKP, MCOH and UKP each represent a matrix in Eq. (5.3b)
corresponding to a matrix of Eq. (5.5a) in the same position. Hence,
X(k) = [MCO]~X | [YKP] + [MCOH] [UKP] (5.6)
Thus, in Eq. (5.6) all the quantities are known by time (k-1) and hence
X(k) the states at time k are known some time after the time k-1, so that
they are available for computing control at time k.
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It is to be noted that if n/m is not an integer, then [MCO] is
not a square matrix and it has a dimension of (pxm)xn. One has to be
very careful in calculating [MCO] in case [MCO] is not square. In
writing the computer program for this study we used the left inverse so
that
[MCO]'1 = [MCO]T [ [MCO] x [MCO]T]
nx(pxm) nx(pxm) (pxm)xn nx(pxm)
So that
[X(k>] = [MCO] * [ [YKP] + [MCOH] [UKP] ]
nxl nx(pxm) (pxm)xl (pxm)x(pxm) (pxm)xl
Hence, a consistent set of equations is obtained.
A separate computer program has been written to calculate the
matrices [MCO] and [MCOH] given the system matrices $, C, H and n and
m for the system. The program has been named subroutine INACESS.
CHAPTER 6
EXAMPLES
Part I. Simple Example
Problem Formulation
The theory of the previous chapters is illustrated in this
chapter by a simple example. This example has been taken from Slivin-
sky [1969]. The example which he worked in continuous time will be
worked in discrete time with our desired transfer function in z domain.
We start with the problem in continuous time and convert it into a
discrete time .problem. A block diagram of the system in the S domain
is shown in Fig. 6.1.
The system in the S domain is described in state variable
form by
~
x l ~
*2
' =
" -5 0 0 "
0 - 1 0
0 0 - 2
~
X 1 ~
X2 +
7 0 "
10 0
0 10
"V
~
U 2 -
-
y 2 -
=
" 1 0 0 ~
0 1 1 _
X2
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"l
_ 1».
7
s+5
10
^ - y
X2
U
s+1
10
s+2
Fig. 6.1 Block Diagram of the System in s-domain
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In shorthand notation the system represented by Eq. (2.1) and
(2.2) is
X(t)= AX(t) + BU(t)
Y(t) = C X(t)
(6.1)
First of all a choice of the sampling time T has to be made. From the
block diagram in Fig. 6.1, the system has time constant of 1/5, 1, and
1/2 sees. So a choice of T = 1/20 (this choice is somewhat arbitrary)
will be adequate for most purposes since the sampling rate is four times
faster than the fastest time constant in the system. Prefiltering of
high frequency inputs is necessary to prevent aliasing errors. By
definition of the state transition matrix
_1
20
/ A^(
~
 A)
we have
~-5 0 0
0 - 1 0
0 0 - 2
For a diagonal A matrix the $ matrix is also diagonal,
*(T)
-
e 0 0
-T0 e L 0
0 0 -2T
.7788 0 0
0 .9512 0
0 " 0 .9124
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The control transition matrix is defined by
H n $(X) dX 1J
-5X
e.
0
. 0
0
-A
e
0
0
0
-2X
e
dX [B]
which in this case is
7- e"5X 0 05
0 -e~X
0 0 - ~ e"2A2
T
[B] -
n
-^-(1-e T) 0 05
0 (l-e~T) 0
0 0 -|(l-e~2T)
7 0
10 0
0 10
_
"j(l-e-5T) 0
-T10(l-e ) 0
0 5(l-e~2T)_
—
.3096 0
.4877 0
- 0 -4771 _
Thus, the discrete time system equations to two decimal places are
given as shown below.
Y(k)
".78 0 0 "
0 .95 0
0 0 .91_
" 1 0 0 "
0 1 1 _
X(k) +
" .31 0
.49 0
0 .48
X(k)
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The new discrete time system can now be put into a block diagram
format by utilizing the Z transform of the state equations as shown in
Fig. 6.2. At this point the feedback and gain matrices which will
decouple the system may be calculated. For this case n=3 and m=2.
Step-by-Step Solution
First determine the scalar di where di
j =0, 1, 2] calculations for d :
With j = 0 : C <J>° H = [1 0 0]
therefore
.31
.49
0
minimum [j: c. $-' H ^  0
0
0
.48
(6.3)
For d.
With j = 0 : C2 $° H = [0 1 1]
.31
.49
0
0
0
.48
* 0
therefore
(6.4)
Step 2: Now check to see if the system can be decoupled:
C. *dl H1
doC $ ^ Hj
= CH =
.31 0
.49 .48
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u2(k)
z
.78
x^k) = y^)
>!
)
-1
Z
.91
x3(k)
Fig. 6.2 Block Diagram of the System in z-domain
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In this case H is nonsingular and the system can be decoupled.
Step 3: Next find the matrices which delay decouple the system
[Eq. (2.19)]
By definition
and also
G =
.78 0 0
0 .95 .91
3.22 0
3.30 2.09
F* = $
-2.51 0 0
2.56 -1.99 -1.91
Step 4: Next find the system equations of the DD system after the above
feedback is applied. The effect of the feedback is found from
HF* =
-0.78 0 0
-1.22 0 0
1.22 -.95 -.91
The new state transition matrix
+ HF* =
0 0 0
-1.22 .95 0
1.22 -.95 0
and the new control transition matrix
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H = HG =
1.0 0
1.57 0
1.01 1.0
Thus, the equivalent delay decoupled system is given by the equations
0 0 0 "
-122 .95 0
122 .95 0_
x(k) +
" 1.01 0
1.58 0
_-1.58 1.0 _
U(k)
(6.5)
The input output z domain transfer function of the DD system is given
by Eq. (2.22)
yl(z) 1
z
r2(z)
1 . !_
z
In matrix form, the transfer function is
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Y(z) _
R(z) "
I
so that the desired delay decoupled response has been obtained intro-
ducing a pole zero cancellation [as shown in Fig. 6.3].
The diagram of Fig. 6.4 shows the original system, the feedback
F* and the gain G* to delay decouple the system.
Step 5: Next canonically decouple the DD system. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the key point in searching for a transformation matrix is to
find the dimensions of a matrix Q which determines the elements of the
transformation matrix Q. Since m=2 and n=3, the form of Q is
where
The number of different non zero elements in each row is found from the
equations
V H 2
» 0
0
(a)
(b)
Q2$°H1 = 0
0*2* HX » 0
Qj*2H2 - 0 (c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
From Eq. (a)
[qllq12q!3]
1.0
r2(k) y2(k)
Fig. 6.3 Resultant Block Diagram of Delay Decoupled System
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Fig. 6.4 Block Diagram of the Delay Decoupled System
with Feedback Shown
Thus
q13 = 0.
From Eq. (b)
[qllql2q!3]
0
-1.22
1.22
0 0
.95 0
-.95 0
0
0
1.0
= 0
No new information
From Eq. (c)
[qliql2q!3]
0
-1.22
1.22
0 0
.95 0
-.95 0
0
0
1.0
No new information
Therefore, we conclude
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Ql = !2
dim Q = 2 = n = order of subsystem 1,
Similarly, from Eq. (d)
Thus
[q2iq22q23]
1.0
1.58
-1.58
= 0
= 0 (g)
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From Eq. (e)
Thus
and
[q21q22q23]
0 0 0
-1.22 .95 0
1.22 -.95 0
1.0
1.58
-1.58
0
[q21q22q23]
0
-.607
+ .607
q22 = q23 (b)
From Eq. (f)
[q21q22q23]
0
-1.22
1.22
0
.95
-.95
o"
0
0 _
1
1.58
. -1.58_
Thus
= 0
(q22 - q23)(-016) = o and (i)
which is the same as Eq. (h). Substituting Eq. (h) in Eq. (g), we
get
q21 - 0,
thus
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[0
and since the dim Q2 is the number of non zero different elements the
order of subsystem 2 is
where
The transformation matrix Q is of the form
the number of rows of Q = n =2
the number of rows of Q_ = n_ = 1
Qi
Q2
Qs
the number of rows of n - n - n = 3 - 2 - 1
From Eq. (6.4) and (6.5) d + 1 = 1 and d2 + 1 = 1. Now refer-
ring back to Chapter 3, the first d1 + 1 = 1 rows of Q is C , and the
first d~ + 1 = 1 row of Q is C_-. But Q? has only one row, hence Q_ is
completely known. The remaining rows (2 - 1 = 1) of Q are any row vec-
tors independent of the rows of Q and 0_. Thus, we have
Q = any independent row vector
C,,
1 0 0
any independent row vector
0 1 1
A simple choice of the second row such as [0 10] yields
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1 0 0
:o i o
O i l
This transformation to the DD systems determines the canonical
representation of the system as given in Eq. (3.8) and (3.9).
The new states after transformation are defined as X and the new
state equations are
= $X(k) + H U(k)
Y(k) = C X(k)
where
*• i
X = Q X
and
" 1 0 0
0 1 0
. °
 l 1
 -
-1 1 0 0 '"
0 1 0
_ 0 -1 1 _
then the new state transition matrix is
= Q
0 0 0
-1.22 .95 0
0 0 0
(6.6)
the new control transition matrix is
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H = QH =
1 0
1.58 0
0 1
and the new output matrix is
C = C Q-1
1 0 0
0 0 1
Writing Eq. (6.6) in partitioned form
0
-1.22
0
0
.95
0
0
0
0
X(k)
Y(k)
"l
_ 0
0
• • _ - • _
0
0
1
X(k)
r
1.58
0
U(k)
(6.7)
(6.8)
Thus, the $, H and C matrices are partitioned as shown in
Chapter 4 on Page 25. This partitioning shows the separation of the
system into the subsystems as shown below. A superscript of 1 denotes
subsystem 1, etc. In this case subsystem 1 is given by
(6.9)
0
_ -1.22
0
X^k) +
1
_1.58 _
Y1(k) = [1 0] Xi(k) (6.10)
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Subsystem 2 is given by
X2(k+l) = [0] X2(k) + [1] U2(k)
Y2(k) = X2(k)
The input output transfer function of subsystem 1 is given by
1 ~i ~i _i ~iir(z) - c (zr - O H
(6.11)
(6.12)
[1 0]
[1 0]
Z 0
1.22 Z-.95
Z-.95 0
-1.22 Z
-1 1
1.58
Z(Z-.95)
(Z-.95)
Z(Z-.95) (6.13)
Similarly
H2(Z) (6.14)
It is worth noticing the presence of both a pole and a zero in sub-
system 1 which was not apparent before canonically decoupling the sys-
tem.
The DD system of Eq. (6.5) did not show the internal behavior
of the system. The transfer function of the subsystem 1 was .1/Z which
is the same as subsystem 2 as far as the input-output properties are
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concerned so that the cancellation of a zero of subsystem 1 was not
obvious. "
The total transfer function of the CD system is given by
H(z)
Z-.95
Z(Z-.95)
1
Z
Step 5: Find feedback and gain matrices to achieve a given (desired)
decoupled response.
Let us use the desired response
Hd(z) =
2(Z-.95)
(Z-.5)2+ .5
0
0
5
Z+.8_
One limitation on the choice of a desired transfer function as discussed
in Chapter 4 is the position of the subsystem zero because zeros are not
affected by state variable feedback. Also, the order of each subsystem
must not be increased. Otherwise, the choice is arbitrary.
Clearly H (z) is made of two parts. Part 1 is
H1(Z). 2(2-.**)
d
 (Z-.5)2+ 5
to be realized by subsystem 1 and
(6.15)
(6.16)
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to be realized from subsystem 2. We will now treat the subsystems as
a single input, single output systems and realize the desired transfer
function by state variable feedback.
i .
Subsystem 1
One computationally feasible method uses a transformation matrix
T which transforms the subsystem into phase -variable form. Using the
algorithm given in Chapter 4, Page 30,T is determined from the subsystem
matrices as follows
T = T2]
where
TO =2
"
T 1 2 ~
T
. 22 _
=
1
1.58
"T11
T
= AT. + p T =
0 0
-1.22 .95
1
1.58
+ (-.95)
" 1
1.58
-.95
"-.95 1
-1.22 1.58
and
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-1 "•1.58
_1.22
-l"
-.95_
sz
-5.62
-4.34
' 3.55"
3.38_
-l.58x.95 + 1.22x1
With the transformation
xV) = TX'(k)
the system in phase variable form is given in Eq. (6.16). Note that in
this case the system representation in phase variable form could have
been done just by inspection of the system transfer function.
X'(k+1)
" 0
0
1
-95 _
X'(k) +
" 0 "
U ]_(k)
Y(k) = [-.95 1] X'(k)
(6.15)
Let our state variable feedback be
fj X£
Substituting in Eq. (6.15) and rearranging
X'(k)
0
g
r1(k)
Then the new transfer function is given by
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H1(z) g(Z-.95)
Z2- (fj +' .95)Z -
(6.17)
In order for this transfer function to be the same as our desired trans-
formation of Eq. (6.15)
Hl(z) = 2(Z-.95)
a
2CZ-.95)
(Z -.5)2 -I- (.5)2 Z2 - Z + .5
we must equate the coefficients in the two cases,
g> 2
.-(£' + .95) = -1
thus
fj = .05
f = -0.5
the control input to the plant is
[-0.5 .05] X'(k) + 2
Substituting for X1(k)
U1(k) = [-0.5 .05] T
» [-0.5 .05]
"
1
+ 2 r
-5.62 3.55
-4.34 3.38
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so that the control input in terms of the CD variables are
= [2.59 -1.61] XL(k) + 2
 r;L(k)
Subsystem 2
Since subsystem 2 is a first order system, it is already in
phase variable form so that T = 1. The CD system is
X2(k+l) = [0] X2(k) + U2(k)
and the control input is
U2(k) = f X2(k) + g'2 r2(k)
substituting into the above equation we get
X2(k+l) = [f] X2(k) + g2 r2(k)
and
Y2(k) = [1] X2(k)
The actual transfer function is
H2(z) -
82
Z-f •
2 5
Comparing this with our desired transfer function, H,(z) = ——;—5-we get
a £. +. o
f2 - -8 g, - 5
= [-.8] X2(k) + 5 r2(k)
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The feedbacks and gains of the subsystems are now combined in parti-
tioned matrix form as shown in Chapter 4, Page 27 to give the overall
feedback and gain matrices for the CD system.
F 0
0 F'
2.59 -1.61 0
0 0 -.8
~lG"1 0
"2Z
2 0
0 5
Thus the closed loop feedback around the CD system is
U(k) =
2.59 -1.61 0"
_ 0 0 -.8_
^
X(k) +
"2 o"
0 5_
R(k)
Once F and G are known, the combined feedback (F) and gain (G) matrices
for the original system are readily obtained from Eq. (3.13) and (3.14).
F = F* + G*F Q
5.93 -5.23 0
-6.0 1.67 22
G = G*G =
6.5 0
-6.6 10.4
[F* and G* have been calculated in Step 3]
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Thus, the combined closed loop feedback around the system to obtain the
desired decoupled response is given by
U(k) = F X(k) + G R(k) (6.18)
Inaccessible States
This part demonstrates how system states can be calculated
based only upon the observation of past outputs and inputs. Since n = 3
and m = 2, as discussed in Chapter 5, Page 37 two observations are needed
to reconstruct the states X for the output Y and the input U.
Y(k) =
-c*-1-
.c*-2.
-1
Y(k-l)"
Y(k-2)_
+
"C^^H 0
C$~2H C$~\
"U(k-l)1
. U)k-2)J
(6.19)
where C, $, H, and Y are as given in Eq. (6.2) and U is as given in
Eq. (6.18), the inverses of the state transition matrix is
1.29 0 0
0 1.05
0 0 1.10
and
1.29 0 0
1.05 1.10
.40 0
.58 .52
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-2 -1 -1
C* -'C4 ($ ) =
1.66 0 "0
0 1.1 1.2
C$~2H -
.51 0
.54 .57
Rewriting Eq. (6.19) in the symbolic form used in Eq. (5.6), page 38
X(k) = [MCOj~1[[Ykp] + [MCOH][Ukp]]
3x1 3x4 4x1 4x4 4x1
We have
[MCO] =
[MCOH]
" 1.29
0
1.65
0
",40
.51
.51
. -
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0
1.05
0
1.1
0
..52
0
.57
0
0
1.20
0 0 "
0 0
.40 0
.51 .52 _
Since [MCO] is not a square matrix, its left inverse is found by the
following formula
([MCO][MCO]1)([MCO] [MCO]1) = I the identity matrix
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Multiplying both sides by [MCO]~ we get
,-1 -1[MCO] = [MCO] ([MCO][MCO] )
we have
[MCO][MCO] =
1.65 0 2.12 0
0 2.30 0 2.47
2.12 0 2.73 0
0 2.47 0 2.66
Taking the inverse and multiplying by [MCO]^ , we get
[MCO] -1
0 0 0.6 0
0 23.27 0 -21.23
0 -21.48 0 20.36
Since everything in.Eq. (6.19) is known, the state X(k) can be calcu-
lated as soon as the previous values of the output and the input are
available.
Part II. Nuclear Rocket Engine Control
Problem Formulation
We will now take up a very practical example of a nuclear rocket
engine. This problem is being studied by many people, viz., L. E. Ken-
drick, M. R. Johnson. At present, the nonlinear Smith-Stenning [1961]
model of a representative nuclear rocket engine is being studied. The
state equations in continuous time domain are given as follows.
. . . • • • - . 6 6
• _
T = 2(N - P/f) .
N = (65 U, - .065 ft + 19.5/T - 65)N + 65CQ
•
C = O.l(N-C)
" •
P = 0.4 (U P/F - P2/^ )
P
where
T = normalized temperature
N = normalized neutron density
C = normalized precursor density
P = normalized pressure
U = normalized pressure ratio across turbo pump
(a function of the bypass value position)
U, = normalized reactivity input
All the four states are normalized to unity at full power conditions and
the value of controls at the operating point is obtained by setting the
derivatives of the states to be zero. The outputs to be controlled are
T (temperature) and P (pressure). The controller inputs are U and U .
The aim is to remove the coupling between inputs and outputs
and force the system to the desired transfer function.
Define the state variables, inputs and outputs as follows:
T = X1 = Y1
' N = X2
C = X3
P = X4 = Y2
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The state x.. should only be a function of ry and x, should only
be a function of r«. First, let us linearize the state equations about
•
the full power operating point. If x = f(x,u) is the set of nonlinear
equations, then from Meditch [1970]
•
x = Ax + BU
represents the system equations in the vicinity of operating point,
where
[X 3fx a f l1
3x, 3x0 " 3xl / n
• • •
3f 3f 3f
n n n
3x.. 3x_ " ' 3xu
 1 2 n -1
B =
3f, 3f
n
9U
m
3f 3f,
m j. 3fn
i- 3u0 *' 3u1 i m -1
All the derivatives inside the matrices are evaluated at the operating
point.
In this example
= fl = 2(x2 ~
= (65u - .
x_ = f, = 0.1(x2-x3)
19.5
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
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In order for the system to be in equilibrium at the operating
point, the values of the controls at the operating point are selected
so that the derivatives of the states are zero. From Eq. (6.21) and
(6.23) the controls are
and
-19.435/65.0 (6.24)
The linearized continuous time equations of the system are found by
evaluating the partials at the operating point.
-1.0 2.0 0 -2.0"
-19.4675 -65 65 19.5
0 0.1 -0.1 0
_ 0 . 4 0 0 -0.4_
x +
~o o"
0 65
0 0
j)'.4 0_
u (6.25)
y =
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
X (6.26)
Since this is a fourth order system, the calculations involved in various
steps are too lengthy to be presented here. The results of each step
v
as described in the presentation of the previous example is given with
two significant digits while the actual calculations are based on 15
digit accuracy.
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The Computer Program
The computer program used during this study consists of four
main parts described as follows:
Part 1 finds the discrete time representation of the system.
Part 2 canonically decouples a given multivariable system using
the program of Gilbert and Pivnichny [1969].
Part 3 obtains the feedback and gain matrices for the original
system to find a desired decoupled transfer function response. The
program uses the results of Part 2 and also prints out the transfer
function of the system before and after decoupling in pole-zero form.
Part 4 finds the estimator matrices ([MCO]~ and [MCOH] of
Eq. (5.7)) to predict the states based only upon the past values of
inputs and outputs.
To demonstrate the validity of the results and also for the
purpose of comparison, the problems were done both in continuous time
and in discrete time. However, several interesting distinctions were
noted for this problem.
First, the main results of continuous time decoupling are pre-
sented and then two cases of discrete time decoupling are presented.
Results of the Desired Decoupling of the
Nuclear Reactor in Continuous Time
From the integrator decoupling program
d = 1 The subsystem 1 has two more poles than zeros.
d_ = 0 The subsystem 2 has one more pole than zeros.
From the canonical decoupling program
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n = 2 The subsystem 1 is second order and, hence, has
no zeros.
n- = 1 The subsystem 2 is first order and, hence, has
no zeros.
Since N - n. - n_ = 4 - 2 - 1 = 1, there is one uncontrollable pole.
The desired decoupled transfer function was chosen to be
Y(s)
R(s)
(s+1) (s+10)
(6.27)
If the desired response included a zero or if a higher order response
was required, additional series compensation would be required. The
required feedback and gain matrices for the original system to obtain
the above desired response are
-1.0 0 0 -1.5"
0.29 0.84 -1.0 -0.16
0 12.5
0.04 0.07
The transfer function of the system with the above feedback is
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Y(s)
 =
R(s)
5(s+0.1) 0
5(s+0.1)
There is an uncontrollable pole and an uncontrollable zero of
the system both at -0.1. It is not clear with which subsystem the above
pole and zeros are associated. No amount of feedbacks and gains can
displace the positions of the uncontrollable poles and zeros if decou-
pling is to be preserved. However, we are lucky that both the pole and
the zero are in a stable region and, hence, cause no problem.
Results of Decoupling the Nuclear Reactor in
Discrete Time Using a Zero Order Hold
Keeping in mind the time constants of the system, the sampling
time was chosen to be T = .01 sees, with the above sampling time the $
and H matrices for the discrete time system are
$ =
9.8E-01 1.4E-02
-1.4E-01 5.2E-01
-7.8E-05 7.3E-01
_ 3.9E-03 3.2E-04
H =
"-3.7E-05 5
3.1E-04 4
1.1E-07 2
4.0E-03 7
5.2E-03 -1.8E-02~
4.8E-01 1.4E-01
9.9E-01 7.8E-05
7.39E-06 9.9E-01_
.2E-03~
.8E-01
.6E-04
.4E-06 _
From the integrator decoupling program 72
cL = 0 The subsystem 1 has one more pole than zeros
d_ = 0 The subsystem 2 has one more pole than zeros.
From the canonical decoupling program
n. = 1 The subsystem 1 is first order, hence, there are
no zeros.
n^ = 1 The subsystem 2 is first order, hence, there are
no zeros.
In this N - n - n 2 = 4 . - l - l = 2; thus, there are two uncontrollable
poles and with state variable feedback only a first order subsystem
response can be realized. However, if higher order subsystem response
is needed, it can be obtained by using series compensation. Series com-
pensation will not be used in this example.
Before there was one uncontrollable pole of the continuous time
system whereas now there are two uncontrollable poles. Since our input
matrix H has fewer zeros than the input matrix B of the continuous time
system, the inputs are coupled to each state of the system and, hence,
the decoupling is much more difficult. It seems as though we pay the
price of losing control over one of the poles of the system.
The ZOH approximation introduces additional zeros in the equiv-
alent Z domain desired transfer function. For example, if we have a
second order system without any zeros in the continuous time domain,
then an equivalent discrete time system sampled with a ZOH will have
two poles and one zero in its Z domain transfer function. This zero
may require series compensation in realizing a desired response by
state variable feedback. _ - - . -
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For this problem we have two first order subsystems so only-a
first order response can be obtained by state variable feedback. The
desired transfer function in the continuous time and the equivalent
desired transfer function in discrete time for ZOH sampling is shown
below.
Y(s)
R(s)
"5
s+10
0
0
5
s+1
_ Y(z)
" R(z)
"0.4755
z-,9048
0
0
.05
z-,9900
To obtain the above desired response in discrete time, the
requisite feedback and gain matrices are
F =
G =
-9.65E-01
r!.58E+01
-1.67E-01
9.01E+01
-2.98E-03
-2.77E-00
1.25E+01
8.92E-02
-1.70E-07 . -1.48E-00
-9.49E-01 3.45E-00
With the above feedback and gain, the new transfer function of the sys-
tem is given by
Y(z)
R(z)
5(z-.9990)(z+.8030)
(z-.9990)(z+.8030)(z-.9048) 0
5(z-.9990) (z+.8030)
(z=.9990)(z+.8030)(z-.9900)
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The above transfer function is the same as the desired one except
that it has two pole-zero cancellations. It is worth noticing that the
above pole-zero cancellation is not under our control because, if
decoupling is to be preserved, no feedback and gain matrices can affect
their position. This differs from the continuous time case where we had
only one uncontrollable pole and zero and, hence, subsystem 1 was a
second order subsystem. Now we have only a first order subsystem. How-
ever, we are fortunate that all the uncontrollable poles and zeros are
in the stable region.
Results of Discrete Time Decoupling
With Impulse Sampling
The main advantage of such a sampling is that the form of B
matrix is preserved in the discrete time case. The zeros in the B
matrix appear as zeros in the H matrix and thus no further coupling is
introduced and, hence, all the controllable poles in the continuous time-
decoupling remain controllable in discrete time decoupling. The $
matrix for the system remains the same as for the ZOH case and the H
matrix for the system is given by Eq. (2.8)
H = BT =
0
0
0
_ 0 . 0 4
0
0.65
0
0
The results of decoupling are:
Step 1:
Step 2:
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cL = 1 The subsystem 1 has two more poles than zeros
<!„ = 0 The subsystem 2 has one more pole than zero.
H* =
-7.30E-05
4.00E-03
9.50E-03
0.0
which is nonsingular.
Step 3: The feedback and gain matrices which delay decoupled the system
are:
-9.92E-01
_-1.02E+02
-8.10E-03
-2 . 32E400
-1.856-03
-1.84E+00
-2.49E+02~
1.68E-K)0_
G* =
0
1.05E+02
2.50E402"
1.92E+0_
Step 4: The system matrices of the DD system are:
$ =
"9.88E-01 1.46E-02
-6.68E401 -9.88E-01
-7.88E-05 7.34E-04
0 0
H =
0
6 . 84E+01
0
0
5.27E-03 -1.82E-02
• -7.17E-01 1.23E+00
9.99E-01 7.97E-05
0 0
0
1.25E+00
0
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The resulting transfer function is
Y(z)
n
Step 5: From the canonical decoupling we get
2 The subsystem 1 is second order, hence, has no zeros.
1 The subsystem 2 is first order, hence, has no zeros.
1 The system has 1 uncontrollable pole.
Q =
1
9.88E-01
0
0
0
1.46E-02
0
-3.60E-01
0
5.27E-03
0
1
0
-1.82E-02
1
0
After the transformation the matrices of the CD system as:
$ =
H =
0
0
0
-2.44E+01
1
0
0
4.90E401
ii
i
i
l
li
i
o !i
o !i
o :i1-
4.51E-01J
0
0
0
9.99E-01 _
0
1
._ _ •_ j _
0
_ -2.46E+01
0
0
1
-4.50E-01_
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~1
^0
0
0
1
t
0
1
0
0
Partitioning $, H and C as shown above, the subsystems are subsystem 1
0 f
0 0_
^
X (k) +
" o"
_ 1_
U.(k)
_I_
<Y1(k) = [1 0]
(6.28)
and subsystem 2
X2(k+l) = [0] X2(k) + [I] U2(k)
Y(k> (6.29)
The transfer functions of the above subsystems of the CD system are
Step 6: Now we select a desired transfer function which is the discrete
time equivalent of the transfer function for this system in continuous
time [see Eq. (6.27)]. To obtain the state equations, we first write
the desired transfer function in partial fraction form
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H (S 5 = 5/9 5/9(s+l)(s+10) s+1 " s+10
Hence, the state equations representing the above transfer function are
-1 0
0 -10
x +
5/9
-5/9
R
Using impulse sampling the equivalent discrete time system equations are
-T
e T 0
0 e-10T
X(k) +
5/9
-5/9
T R(k)
Y(k) = [1 1] X(k)
The transfer function in the z domain is C(ZI-$) H
., - 3/9 (a'1 - e-1M)T
' "
With a sample time, T = .01
« r ^ 4.734E-04H (z) = —
d
 z
2
-1.892 + .895
(6.30)
Similarly for subsystem 2, —— has a transfer function in the z domain
given by
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o f \H (z) = 5T .05- = -
e~l Z-.99
(6.31)
Hence, for subsystem 1, the feedback and gain for the CD subsystem 1
of Eq. (6.28) to have the desired transfer function of Eq. (6.29) is
given by
= [-.89 1.89] X^k) + .0004734 r
and, similarly, for subsystem 2
U2(k) = [.99] .05 r2(k)
Combining the feedback and gain matrices in partitioned matrix form,
we get feedback and gain for the overall CD system
' F '
.0 i ]
o ; o"
F2; o_
~-.89
0
1.89 I
0 !
0 |
~1 '
.99 i
0 "
0 _
G =
i
.o ;
o"
G?_
" 4.734E-04 |
_ _ _ _ i-
0 '
0
5.0E-02 _
The overall feedback and gain for the original system is therefore as
given below.
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F = F* + G* F Q
-9.99E-01 -8.10E-03 -1. 4E-03 -1.48E-00
2.32E-01 5.92E-01 -7.86E-01 -6.16E-02
G = G* G
0 12.5E+0
4.98E-02 9.61E-02
Step 7: The transfer function of the system with above feedback and
gain is given by
Y(z)
R(z)
4.734E-04(z-.999Q)
(z-.999)(z-.990)(z-.904)
.05(z-.999Q)
(z-.9990)(z-.904)
Thus, the desired transfer function has been achieved. The system has
one additional uncontrollable pole and zero at z = .9990 or z = e
- IT
= e , which exactly corresponds to the system pole at -.1 in con-
tinuous time.
Also both the continuous time system and the discrete time
system were seen to have exactly the same desired decoupled response.
This helps to verify the calculations made in both the discrete time
and continuous time.
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Inaccessible States
Results of this section are based upon the algorithm developed
in Chapter 5. Since n = 4 and m = 2 as discussed in Chapter 5, page 37
exactly two observations are needed to reconstruct the states X from
the output Y and input U. Referring to Eq. (5.5) the states X are
given by
X(k)
-c*-1-
»
_c$" _
-1
fY(k- l ) -
_ Y ( k - 2 ) _
+
" cs'-Si o
-2 -1
_C$ H C$ H
*U(k-l)"
_ U(k-2) _
(6.32)
From part 4 of the computer program (see page 69) we get
a*'1"] "X
o ~
c* _
"6.41E+00
3.42E402
5.15E+02
_1.37E-02
9.03E-05
c^'1 o
-2 -1
4.01E-03
2.12E-04
_4.13E-03
-2.21E+03
-1.46E+05
-2 . 32E+05
-2.90E+00
-1.83E-02
3.28E-05
-5.36E-02
1.69E-04
3.41E+00
2.41E+02
4.13E402
5.79E-03
0
0
9.03E-05
4.01E-03
2.20E+03~
1.45E+05
2.31E+05
3.88E+00_
0
0
-1.83E-02
3.28E-05_
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Since everything in Eq. (6.32) is known, the states X(k) can be
calculated as soon as the previous value of output Y(k-l) and input
U(k-l) are known and, hence, on-line control can be applied.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
This study concerns the problem of designing a discrete-time
controller for a linear time-invariant multivariable system. Any
arbitrary non-interacting desired transfer-function may be achieved
by the design technique. State variable feedback serves as the basis
for the design. Also, an algorithm estimates the present states of
the system based only upon the past inputs and outputs so that the
method is applicable to on-line control. Several interesting com-
parisions can be made between decoupling in discrete time and
decoupling in continuous time. State variable feedback is applied
first to decouple the discrete time system and then once again to
achieve the desired transfer function in the z-domain rather than
the s-domain. The above two results are combined to produce the re-
quired overall feedback and gain matrices. The state estimation for
on-line control is based upon the observability criteria of the sys-
tem and on the assumption that the system cannot respond instantane-
ously.
Unlike the continuous time system, the behavior of the
decoupled system, also depends upon the discrete time control transi-
tion matrix. Depending upon the type of sampling used, zero elements
of input matrix of the continuous time system may not remain zero in
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the control transition matrix of the equivalent discrete time system
representation. Introducing nonzero elements in the control transition
matrix makes the decoupling much more difficult. In some examples some
of the system poles become uncontrollable. That is, after decoupling,
some of the poles remain unaffected by state variable feedback.
If the system has uncontrollable poles in continuous time, they
will appear as uncontrollable poles in the equivalent discrete time sys-
tem. Further, the discrete time system may have additional uncontrolla-
ble poles. If the uncontrollable poles of the system happen to be in an
unstable region of the z-domain, then the system will be internally un-
stable after decoupling. This does not necessarily mean that the system
is inherently unstable since in most cases state variable feedback can
position all the poles of the system, if decoupling is not a criteria.
The above theory of decoupling of a multivariable system in
discrete time was applied to the control of a nuclear rocket engine.
Since the system was highly nonlinear, a linearized set of equations
representing the system in the vicinity of operating point (full power
conditions) was obtained. The discrete time system representation was
obtained using a zero order hold. The system has one uncontrollable
pole in continuous time. In discrete time, after decoupling, one more
pole became uncontrollable. Fortunately, both uncontrollable poles lie
in the stable region of the z-domain. Uncontrollable poles .are always
cancelled by a zero at the same position so that they do not affect the
transfer function of the system. By using the impulse sampling, only
one uncontrollable pole corresponding to the one in the continuous
time occurred. Throughout the solution the results of discrete time
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decoupling were in one-to-one correspondence with the continuous time
decoupling. Also, an equivalent desired decoupled transfer function
was achieved. Finally, the state estimation matrices were obtained in
a straight forward manner for the case when all the state variables
are not available.
Step-by-Step Summary
1. The system differential equations are written in standard matrix
form so that the number of states and the number of inputs and outputs
of the system are evident.
2. The discrete time representation of the system is found by
making a suitable choice of sampling time T and a suitable method of
sampling. The ZOH is the most common mode of sampling but it does not
give as straight forward results as an impulse approximation.
3. The decoupling matrix H is calculated as discussed in Chap-
ter 2. If it is nonsingular, we can proceed further; otherwise, the
system cannot be decoupled.
4. The feedback and gain matrices F* and G* are found which delay
decouple the system and then the system representation for the DD sys-
tem is obtained by substituting for the input U(k) in terms of F and
G* in the original system equations. In the DD system each output is
just the corresponding input delayed by a few sample periods depending
upon the pole zero excess of the corresponding subsystem.
5. The system is then canonically decoupled (CD) by finding a
transformation matrix Q. In the canonically decoupled system the
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subsystems can be separated in a partitioned matrix form. Thus, the
subsystem structure is determined. This is a remarkable improvement
over the DD system where only the pole-zero excess of the subsystem is
known and all the poles are lumped at the origin. The decoupled sub-
systems are separated and treated separately as single-input single-
output systems.
6. State variable feedback techniques are applied to each
individual subsystem to achieve a desired transfer function in the
z-domain. This is done with the help of a transformation matrix T
which transforms the subsystem into phase variable form. This trans-
formation facilitates the computation of the feedback and gain
coefficients for a given transfer function response. After the
transformation is used, the system transfer function coefficients
appear directly in the system matrix equations. Thus, the feedback
coefficients to achieve a given transfer function are directly
obtained by equating what we have with what we want.
7. The feedback and gain coefficients for each individual sub-
system are assembled in the partitioned matrix form to give F and G
the feedback and gain matrices for the CD system which produce the
given decoupled response.
8. For the original system to have the same desired decoupled
response as that of CD system, the overall feedback and gain matrices
are easily obtained by combining the decoupling matrices with the
F and Gx matrices. The design of a discrete time multivariable sys-
tem is thus complete. The new system behaves as a set of_subsystems
each with a desired transfer function.
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Further Research
The following topics are suggested as extensions of the design
technique presented in this study.
1. The decoupling of a multivariable system depends upon the method
of reconstruction of the input to the plant from the discrete
output of the controller. Only a few guidelines have been sug-
gested in this thesis which relate the mode of reconstruction
to the problems of decoupling.
2. At present the position of the uncontrollable poles which may
result from decoupling cannot be altered. It would be of value
to know how to insure the stability of these poles.
3. Control of multivariable nonlinear systems may be effected by
linearizing about an operating point where the linearization is
updated constantly by an on-line computer control scheme.
4. The sensitivity of the closed-loop system to the control system
parameters must be determined to assess the effect of round-off
errors in the system.
5. Series compensation could be used to achieve a higher order
closed loop response and possibly even to modify the position .
or the number of uncontrollable poles.
6. Rather than decoupling the system, a more general approach
would allow an arbitrary system transfer function which may
include coupling.
APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DESIRED RESPONSE
Program thesis finds the required feedback and gain matrices
to achieve the given decoupled transfer function response (used for
canonically decoupled multivariable systems).
Input to the program consists of the following respectively.
1. From the original multivariable system
M and N = Number of inputs to the system and number of states
of the system.
FEE = Control transition matrix of the system
H = Input matrix of the system
C = Output matrix of the system
2. From the output of canonical decoupling program
Q = Transformation matrix which canonically decouples the
system
FCON = Feedback matrix which delay decouples the system
GCON = Gain matrix which delay decouples the system
3. From each of the subsystems of canonically decoupled syste
n and Si - Number of states and number of zeros
A = Control transition matrix
B = Input matrix
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DECOEF = Coefficients of the desired denominator polynomial
in the subsystem transfer function (constant term on top row).
GM = Desired gain for the subsystem.
In addition to all the inputs, the output of the program con-
sists of the following:
1. The coefficients of transfer function polynomials of the origi-
nal system and their roots (positions of poles and zeros).
2. Coefficients of characteristic polynomials of each subsystem. :
3. Phase variable transformation matrix for each subsystem.
4. Inverse of phase variable transformation matrix.
5. Feedback matrix for the subsystem in phase variable form.
6. Feedback for the subsystem in original form.
7. Gain for the subsystem in original form.
8. FHAT = Feedback matrix for the canonically decoupled subsystem.
9. GHAT = Gain matrix for the canonically decoupled subsystem.
10. Feedback matrix for the original system.
11. Gain matrix for the original system.
12. New equivalent control transition matrix of the overall system.
13. New equivalent input matrix of the overall system.
14. New desired decoupled (achieved) transfer function polynomials
of. the overall system.
15. The roots of overall transfer function of the system (indicating
poles and zeros of overall decoupled system).
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The input data format is discussed in the comment lines in the
beginning of the program.
The system supplied subroutine MATRIX (CDC 6400) has been used
throughout this program. The subroutine CHREQ and PROOT are taken from
Melsa [1967].
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PROGRAM THE«IS UN^UT. OUTPUT)
c ppo<w.-m THESIS FINOS THE SEOOIRED FEEDBACK AND GA.IN MATRICES TO ACHIEVE THE
C GIVEN DECOUPLED TRANSFER FUNCTION RESPONSE AND PRINTS OUT ALL THE OATA INPUTS.
C THE INPUT DATA CONSISTS OF THF FOLLOWIMG RESPECTIVELY. M.N AND FEE.H.C.O,
C FCON 4ND C-COM MATRICES (ALL THE ABOVE OATA F«OM THE MAIN SYSTEM)
C THE ABOVE I? FOLLOWED BY THE SUBSYSTEMS OATA THE NO. OF STATES, THE NO. OF ZERO
C -S.A.P.DCOEF AND CM MATRICES. THE ABOVE DATA FOR THE SUBSYSTEM is REPEATED TIL
C -L ALL THE SUBSYSTEM ARE DONE.
•»
c THE I\«"JT DATA FORMAT FQS ALL REAL NUMBERS is AE20.fl WITH EACH ROW OF A MATRIX
c OR VECTOR STARTING OH A TIE* CARD. FORMAT FOR ALL INTEGERS is 213.
c NOT»TTONS IJSFQ IN THIS P:»OGBA» ARF AS FOLLOWS.
c FOR MC"?E DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE NOTATIONS REFER (AGOAWAL.THESIS)
C IN=« = »;0. OF 1NPUTS = NO. Or OUTPUTS. JN=N= NO. OF STATES OF THE MAIN SYSTEM
DIMENSION FFF. (10.10) -HH( 10,10) ,CC( 10. 10) .FF.HF{ JO, ! 0) .HGUO.IO)
• ni»ENSIOM FH4T(IO»10) «GHAT(10«10) t 0 ( 1 0 « 1 0) .FCON< 1 0. ! 0 )
• DIMENSION GCON(lOtlO) .TFyp(io.lO) .FF (10«10) »FG(10. 10)
COMMON A(IO.IO) «P<10) .OCOEFUO) .COEF(ll) ,FM(IO) .FSUn(10),Al (9.9)
C TO RFAO NO. OF SUBSYSTEMS=IN=NO.OF INPUTS =NO.OF OUTPUTS
«rAO<?« IN.JN
600 FORMAT (SSH THE FOLLOWING OUTPUT CROSSPONnS TO NUCLEAR REACTOR /
FE5: AND H CROSSPOND TO SAMPLE TIME = 0. )
= FiDiO. (FEr.(I.J) ,J=1 .JN)
60 P-»INT?5« (FEE(I.J) t J=1.JN)
on 61 I = I.J.M
R^ADIO. (HH( I-J) ,J=1 .IN)
61 PotNT?S« (HH(l.J) ,J=1.1N)
On 631=1- IN
RFJD10, CCC(I.J) .J=1,JN)
62 P=INT?S, (CC(1.J)»J=1.JN)
PCINT31
DO 65I=l.JN
RFA010, (O(I.J) «J=1 ,JN)
6S »olNT?S.{U(I.J)«J=l«JN)
P=INT32
Ofli".6 1 = 1. IN
RFAOIO. (FCON(I.J) .J=l.JN)
65 POINT25. (FCON(I.J) .J=1.JN)
POINT33
Do 67 1=1. IN
RFA010. (GCON(ItJ) -J=\.IN>
67 P°INT25.(r,CONU,J> .J=1,IN)
C
C TO FpiD THF TRANSFER FUNCTION
CALL TPANSF (Ir|.JN.FEF..HH.CC)
.J)=0
G"AT(I.J)=0
TO BFtO ORDE^ OF SUBSYSTEM =N. NO. OF ZEROES INTHE SU?SYSTEM=I!)o
R-AD^.N.IDP
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POINTS. MM.N.IOP
PPINT4]
On 70 I=l«N
70 "S1NT3S- tA(I.J) «J=1»N)
00 71 1=1 -N
R F 4 D 1 0 . f l ( I >
71 P t > I N T 2 5 . B < I )
00 73 1=1. N
OFADIO-CCOEFU)
72 PopjT
PPINT25.GM
CALL FC,* (N.TDP.M.GM)
0055J=1.N
55 FwAT(VN.U»Jl)=FM(J)
G«A7<MN«VN)=GM
51 J1=J1*N
C FHAT AMD GHAT AT THIS POINT ARE TOTAL FEEODRACK AND GAIN MATRICESFOR CO SYSTF
POINT15
DO 75 t = l.IN
75 POINT2S. (FHAT(I.J) .J=ltJN)
PR I NT 36
DO 7ft 1 = 1. IN
76 POIMT2S. (GHAT(I.J) .J=ltIN>
C
C TWF. nRQG>--AM PELOW FIXDS F AND G MATRICES FOP THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM
c AND ALSO FINDS THE C°OSSPO.NOING NEW SYSTEM MATRICES
OOViI=l . IN
Do5f-J=l« IN
56 TFMP( I .J )=GCON(I»J)
CSLL MATPIX(?n,IN.JNtJN.FHATtl0.0.10«FHAT,10)
P=INT37
00 77 1=1. IN
77 POIMT?S. (FHAT( I , J ) .J=1,JM)
CALL « * T K I X ( ? 0 . IN.IN.JN.GCON.10.FHAT,10«FHAT»10)
poIM.'O
r>0 7B I = 1 « T N
7fi POIMT7S. ( F H A T ( I . J ) .J=1.JNI)
CALL MAT=>IX<21. IN.JN.O.FCON«10.FHATt lO.FF.10)
DO 79 1=1. IN
79 PPIN.'T?S. (FF(I.J) »J = 1.JN)
CaLL MATRIX(?0,IN.IN,IN,TEMP,10.GHAT.10tGHAT.10>
PDINT40
DO RO I=1«IN
80 PRKJTZT. (C-HAT(I.J) .J=1,IN)
on POO !=1«JM
Of POO J=1.J^
800 Hi". ( I . j; rMHl I . J)
CALL HATelX(?O.J>J.I\'.JN.WH.10.FF.10.HH.10)
CALL MATWIX(?1 .JN.Jvi.O.FF:F.10.HH.10.FEHF.lO)
P3INT400
50 81 1=1 OM
81 P^INTPS. (FrHF(i.J) -J=1.JN)
CALL MAT3I.X (aO.JN. IN.1N.HG.IO.GHAT.10.HG.10)
93
OP 82 1=1. JN
8? PoINT?5. (HG(I. J) tJ=I. IN)
C ' " . - •
C TO FIND THE MEW TRANSFER FUNCTION
C»LL TPANSF <IN'«JN.FFHF.«f-,CC)
5 Fr>P«*TUHloS'JRSYSTEM NIJM"FR = »1 1 .» ORDER OR SUBSYS rEH="I I .?*
.«>;0. OF tFROES IN THE sURSYSTEM=«n )
7 Fr.Pu4T(lHl«MiiM OF INPtlTSaNMM CF OUTPUTS»«t2«<iX<>NUM OF STATES=»T.2J
10
25 Fnoyir < 1 X 5 F ? 0 . 8 )
?6 F rw i iVdX "(-5E M A T R I X FOR IMF SYSTEM")
27 F^VMITC.X *n« M4T«ix FOR TH;; SYSTF.M*)
Zf F i ? ! > « f t T ( 5 X °CC M A T R I X FOV THF SYSTEM*)
31 f n p M i T I I X «0-"- '4TPIX VMICH TP4MSFORMS THE SYSTEM FPO-M 00 TO'CO«)
32 f< -CM»T J I »»F-CO!^riUGiTF M A T R I X * )
33- F.iK'MST ! ' x<»G-CONT-UG4TE '^iTPIXoi
»fHlT MATP1X Fr;W CO SYSTEM*}
37 FpPWiT I ! XMNSIiTi'F.KN STFP.^ M A T o i X o )
33 F.->.pyar (I x^I'-.'^.CTVF.FM STFPS M A T S I X ' )
30 .frpwAKiKsFEED HACK ^4T3IX FOP THc ORIGINAL SYSTE"")
*0 Fr.P'-lAT ( J/'OAIN KA7SIX FQP "HH ORIGINAL SYSTEM")
400 Ff:RVAT( » Ff.F » HF MATRIX FOR THE ORIGINAL SYSTEM")
i,oi Fo-.xArjivoH H»G v A f R T x FOP THE ORIGIWAL SYSTEM i
41 Fr.»1J4T(1y *» ".ATRIX FOP THE A=OVE SU^OYSTF"')
43 Ff.pvif ( l .X'S •• ' . \TRIX FOP THE A = OVE SUHSYSTF'")
^.1 rr.PMAT(Ix»i>F.:;ii(-|j CI -A.7SCTFRSTIC POLYNOMIAL CEFFICIESTSFOR THE SUB
.SvpTE-" .COF'FICiENT Of CO'iSTi^T TF.RM FIRST")
ai rryv-IT ; ; x » G A I N "Cp T^r SilPSYSTEM «)
ST-?
F'.'O • •
FC-M (N»IOP«M«fiM)
C Sua»0|iTlNr: Fr.^ FINDS THE FEEnfiftCN AND GAIN Fo° E»CH SUBSYSTEM OF THE SYSTFM.
CO'JVON A ( l O . l O ) . B d O ) .DCOEF(IO) .COF.F ( 1 1 ) ,FM( 10) «rSUR ( 10) .Al (9.9)
C1«MOM TCfi .M
IFC.'.FO.! )00 TO If
C»l.L C^^flO ( A . N - C O E F )
PC.TNT4S. ( C O F . F ( I ) . T » I .K)
CSLL T K A T (N,A,B.COEF)
Pi- INT?'.
On 5'«I = 1 -N
54 PuINT?5< (T(I.J) .J=I .N)
CALL MATQIX(10 ,N»N.1 .T .6 .8 )
P e l M T . T O
Oil 55 1 = 1. N
5f r -« - . l i o ( t ) = C O E F ( i ) - [ } C O F F ( I )
J:i|M-'»n. (FSIM(J) . J=I .M)
i<r> 15 ! = !••.'
F •• i • ) = ri
r,n IS . i - l . r ;
15 F " ( I ) = F J : ( I ) » r s u a ( J ) « T (J .I)
Gn TO ?1
IB C O F F ( l ) = i ( N . N »
FM ( 1 ) rCOEF ( 1 ) -OCOEF ( 1 )
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21 . P3INT 20.
POINT??. T.M
45 FnPMATdX°COEFS OF CHAP.AC. POLYNOMIAL OF SUBSYSTEU.COEFF. OF CONST
.A'JT TEOM FIP^T IN R0W»/t f i (4XFl6. f l ) ) )
24 FORMAT dxopHASE VARIABLE TRANSFORMATION MATPIX»)
2<5 FOP"»T(*- f2o.a)
30 F H P W A T d H of-INVEPSF. MAT'I .X*)
<»0 FORMAT I r'oFS.Jft « A T R r x » / ( M 4 X F l C > . 8 ) ) )
20 Fr.pviT d.x»FF.EOfUC S I A T P j x TO ACHIVE OESIOFD SUBSYSTEM RESPONSE"/
22 FORMAT (1X<"-:£OUIRFD f jAIN FOR SUBSYSTEMO/1XF19.8)
RFTURN
TMAT(NtA,-3.CO!TF)
THAT FINOS THE PHASE VARIABLE TRANSFORMATION «ATPIX F09 A SYSTFM
COMMON ft(10OO>«3(IO) .OCOEFdd) »CO£F (11 ) .F« ( 10) *rSL'3<10> .Al (9,9)
CO"^ON T(6.ft)
00 ij=l.M
5 T(J.S!)-?(J)
>)|-N-1
MDS\»1
pn PS 1=1 .Nl
Of> 2=i J=l .N
T(J.N-t)=0
fin 26 K = l .N . ' -
24 T(J.M-I)=T{J,N-I)»A(J.K)OT(K.NP-I)
25 T(J.\'-I>=T!J.N-I)»CCF.F«NP-I)»T(JtN)
PfTUPN'
EMD
SUBROUTINE TRANSFilN.JN.FEE.HH.CC)
C SOBPOliTINf T°AN«r FINOS THE INPUT OUTPUT TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR THE SYSTEM
DIMENSION FEEtio.io) .KHuo.io) .ccdo.ioi ,n(io> ,codo>
DIMENSION c(io>*HMC)
XdO).Y(lO)
0 ( ' J 1 > = 1 . 0 S
PoIMT2 ! >0
Or> 100 Jl = l . l f4
no loo J?=I.IN
DO 101 n = i.jN
H(H)=rlH(Il.Jl)
101 C ( I 1 ) = C C < - . ' ? . I 1 )
CALL cc\'v<Frf:.H.c.o.co«jM)
P t > I N T 3 « . J 2 , J l
PC- INT ?S- ( C O d ) .I = 1 .N1)
ir <Jl.F.fi.J?)50,100
50 PPlNT2ft
Oo 51 <L=1 • JN
IF(N?.LT. l )3D TO 100
I«-(cn(M-f .L) .FQ.O.O)S1.52
til 'J7SN2-1
52 CALL P'OO" (N?.CO»X»Y«1)
PCIMT2S. (X ( ! ) . 1 = 1 «N2)
POINT2S.
100 N?sJN-l
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PPINT 25.10 (I).I=).N1)
C«LLPROOT(JN.O .X.Y.l)
POINT?1;. <XU) .1 = 1. JN)
79 Fr.pMATC/S4H \'OTE-DENO. POLY. IS THE SAME TOR ALL THE TRA. FUNC. )
25 F.->»yAT(IX5(F?0.3.1X) )
26 FPPMATMH «THr ROOTS OF THE AflOVE PLYNOMIAL ARE GIVEN BELOW a/1'}
29 FnPM«n//» TRANSFER FUNCTION H(«U .«.« 1 1 .») *)
2<J(J FcRMlTt///«.5X'.6H NUM. POLY. A ( 1 1 »A (Z) X. A ( ?) X««?«A (A) X»«3». . . )
29| FnPMATt/V<t5X48H OENO. POLY. A ( 1 ) »A (2) X*A (3) X««2*A ( A) X«e4» . . .1 /)
RFT'JRN
c F-R. IOTO CHANGES TO IMREO IN ZTRAN. AND FOR LIBRARY
OTMfNSION A ( l o . l C ) . B ( I O ) « H ( ] 0 > .C ( !0 ) . A A ( I O . I O ) . EI10)
OIl'.ENSION 0(10).nn0.10).CC(10)
C 04TIOM4L FUNCTION CALCULATIONS
o NV=M»I
CALL CHREO(A.N.O)
. 0011 1 = 1. N
IF(N-I) 15.15.1*
' D01?JJ-2.N
or>: 2 I = I.N
J=N-JJ»1
K=J«1
P(I.J)=D(K)«B(I)
0012 L=1«N
12 P(I.J)=P(I.J)*A(I.L)°P(L.K)
*9 D013 I=1.N
0013 J=l.N
13 CC(I)=P(J«1)<1C(J)*CC{I)
is cr(ii=c(i)ea(i)
CC(?)=0.0
0(2)=1.0
RFTUR'J
ENO
SUBROUTINE CHREOIA.N.C)
DIMENSION J(ii),cdO).p(io-io).A(io.iO).D(iO)
NfJ=N»l
0020 1=1, NN
20 C(I)=0.
C(\J4) = 1.
M=I.N
GO TO 2
1 J(L)=J(L)»1
2 IF(L-M) 3.5,50
3 HM=K-1
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DO U 1=U.MM
U = l»l
* J<It)=jm*l
5 CALL l-'OPMU.M.A.B)
00 6 1=1. M
L=f-T»l
If (J(L>-(N-M*L» 1.6.50
Cr.MTINUE
MT = *!-M«I
0014 1=1 ,K
50 P=!NT 2000
2000 FORMAT UrlO.5X.14HESP.OR IN CHREQ)
FUNCTION OET<A,NI
C FUNCTION DET OETEPMINES THE DETERMINANT OF THE MATRIX *l*
O l M p N ^ r O ' l 1 (10. 101 -<3( 10. 10)
C SFT *K* FOU&L 70 /A* BECAUSE WE DESTROY *A* IN THF PROCESS
DO 1 IK=I.N
00 1 JK=1,N
3(IK.JK) = A(IK.JK)
i CONTINUE
NN = N-l
o = i.o .
C IF f.'=l THEM 9YPASS PIVOT PROCEDURE. GO OIPECTLY TO CALCULATION OF DFT.
If O!N> «,1.*i<».3
C STtST PIVOT SfAf(Cri PSOCF.DURE
3 Do 100 L = l .N»(.
LI. = L»l
l-.-AX = i(L,t>
IM = L
JM = L
DO 15 I=L«N
DO IS J=L»N
IT ( A M A X - A 8 S ( A ( I . J » ) 10,15.15
10 Hi = I
J:> = J
A V A X = A q S ( A ( I , J ) )
is CONTINUE
c FOUND PIVOT *T ROW *IM* AND AT COLUMN *Mt
c IF ALL PF.«»I«IING TERMS IN THE MATRIX ARE ZERO. SET DET=O. AND RETURN.
IF UMAX) 70,70.14
C Nf.W CrtANr.C POWS AND COLUMNS IF NECESSARY :
»* IF(IM-L) 16.20,16
16 0,1 17 J = l .N
T = AIIM.J)
«(IM,j) = A(L.J) • *•
J7 A(L,J) s i
. D = -0
30 IF(JM-L) 21,25,31
21 00 22 1=1. N
T = A( I .JM)
A(I.JM) = AU,L>
22 A(I,L) = T
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o = -o .
C PtVOT NOW AT A(L.L> .DIVIDE BOW XL* BY A(L»L). -
25 00 3ft K1=LI. .N
A(L.Kl) = *<LiKl)/A(LtL)
30 "CMTIHUE
C NOW PRODUCE ZEROcS BELOW MAIN DI AGONALtA ( J.L)=0.
00 50 J=LL.N
00 50 K=LL.N
A(J,K) a A(J.K)-A<J.L)«A(L.K)
so CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
C MULTIPLY MAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS TO GET VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT
69 00 200 I = i.N
0 = 0«A(I,I)
200 CONTINUE
flFT = 0
C NOW RESTORE THE VALUES OF THE *A* MATRIX
Do 2 IK=ltN
DO ? JKsltN
A(1K.J>>) = 8I1K.JK)
2 CONTINUE
RCTU^M
70 DFT=O.
Do 4 J:<=I,N
oo <. IK=I ,N
A([K.JK) = B(IKiJK)
4 CONTINUE
PFTUPN
SU3»OUTINE FORMIJ.M.i.B)
OIHENS10N AdO.lO)tB(lOtlO) ,J(ll)
D01 1=1. «
001 K=1,M
8(I.K)=A(N».NC>
PFTURN
StifcPOUTINEPROOTfN.A.IJ.V.IR)
A(10) .U(10) .V(10) .HUO) ,8(10)
NC=N»i LAPOOOSO
001I = 1.>.'C LAP00070
'
COM PIUS
P=0. LAPOOIOO
0=0. LAP00110
R=0. LAP0012ft
3 Ir <H(1) )4.2.<. LAP00160
7 NC=MC-1 LAP00170
V(NC)=0. LAP001SO
U(HC)=0. LAP00150
0010021=1 iNC
1C02 CONTINUE
GOT03
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4 IF(flC-l>5.100.5
5 lF(NC-?)7,e,,7
* P=-H<1)/H(2)
GOT050
7 rr(NC-3)9.8.9
H PrH<2) /H (3>
Q=HU) /H<3>
(JOTG70
9 i r < A b S ( H < N C - l ) / H ( N C ) ) - A B S ( H ( 2 > / H < l ) » 10il9.19
10 IPrV=-IPrv
M=NC/2
00111=1. M
Nl=NC»l-I
F=H(ML)
H(ML)=HU)
.0 11 HlI>=F
0 TF(Q>n.l2.13
0 I? ==0.
0 <-,OT015
0 13 P=P/0
0=1. /Q
15 IF(P)16,19.16
16 P=1./R
19 E = «;.E-10
8(NC)=H(NC)
B(NC»1)=0.
C(NC»1I=0.
HOsNC-1
20
0 0 2 1 I 1 = 1 « N P
C ( I ) = 3 ( I ) « P » C ( I » 1 )
I F ( A R S ( 3 ( 1 ) / H ( 1 ) ) -
21
24
22 R = a » l .
GOT030
23 P = P - R ( 1 ) / C ( 2 )
30 003711=1. NP
I = N C - I 1
B ( I ) *H ( I ) -POR ( 1 . 1 ) -0«B ( I «2 )
37 C ( I ) = 3 ( I ) - P » C ( I » ] ) - 0 « C ( I » 2 )
I F < H < ? ) > 3 2 . 3 1 . 3 2
31 l F ( « r J S ( R ( 2 ) / H ( l ) ) - C > 3 3 . 33.34
32 If ( A H 3 ( I 3 ( a ) / H ( 2 ) ) -E)33.33.34
33 IF («BS( i ) ( l ) /H ( l ) ) -E)70.70.34
34 C t 4 R = C ( ? ) - 8 ( 2 )
0=C(3)»«2-CB4R«C(4>
IF(0)36,35.36
35 P=P-2.
LAPOOP60
LAP00270
LAP002PO
LAPOO?<30
LAP00300
LAP00310
LAP00340
LAP00350
LAP00.1AO
LAP00370
LAP003no
LAP0039
LAPOOifl
LAP0041
LAP0042
LAP0043
LAP0044
LAP00450
LAP00460
LA000470
LAP00500
LAP00510
LAP00520
LAPOn530
LAP00540
LAPOOS^O
LAP00560
LAP00570
LAP00580
LAPC0590
LAP00610
LAP0063n
LAPOOS60
LAP00670
LAP00680
LAP00690
LAP00790
LAP00720
GOT049
34 P = P« ( H ( 2 ) ' C ( 3 ) - B ( U « C ( 4 ) I/O
0=0» ( - R ( 2 ) " C 8 A R « B ( 1 ) » C ( 3 ) ) /D
49 CO-'JTINUE
E=e«io.
001020-
50 NC=NC-1
V ( M C ) = 0 .
99
IFMREV)1?!, 52.52
51 UINC)=1./R
GOT053
52 U(NC)=S
53 005«.I = 1.NC
H<I)=SU»1)
54 com i HUE.
GOTO*
70 NC=NC-2
!F(IREV>71,72t72
71 OP=1./0
0 PP=?/fQ»2.0)
0 T.OT073
0 72 OP=0
0 PP=P/2.0
0 73 F=(PP)1>«2-Of:>
0 IF(F)7A.75.7S
0 74 IJ(NC«1)=-PP
0 ii(NC).= -PP
0 V(NC»1)=SOPT(-F)
V(NC)=-V(MC«1>
GOT076
75 UfMC»!)=-(PP/ABS(PP»*(AeS(PP)»SQRT(F) )
V(NC«1)=0.
U(HC)=CP/U(NC«1)
V(NC)=0.
76 00771=1 tMC
77 CONTINUE
GOTO*
100
LAPOOS90
LAP00900
LAP00910
LAP00920
LAP00930
LAP00950
LAP00970
LAP00980
LAP0099
LAP0100
LAP0101
LAP0102
LAP0101
LAP0104
LAPQIOS
LAP0107
LAPOlOfl
LAPOUOO
LAPOU10
LAP01140
LAP01150
LAP01160
LAP01180
LAP01200
END
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FINDING INACCESSIBLE STATES
100
101
INACESIIN.JN.A.HH.CC.MI.MCOH.MM)
C SUBROUTINE IMACFSS FINOS THE ^CO-INVERSE AND MCOH MATRICES WHICH APE NEEDfO
c FO& CALCULATING STATES OF A SYSTEM (USING PAST INPUTS AND OUTPUTS)
C INPUT TO T:-IT SU3SOUTINE IS AS FOLLOWS.
C IN=W'BE3 OF INPUTS IN THJ SYSTEM
C JN-N'.l"f!ER OF OUTPUTS OF THF SYSTEM
C A=COf4T-OL TRANSITION MATRIX OF THE SYSTEM
C Hha II'PUT MATRIX OK THE SYSTEM
C CC=OUTPUT MATRIX CF THE SYSTEM
c CUT HUT OF THF. SUBROUTINE CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING
C Hl = «rO- INVERSE MATRIX Of THE STATE ESTIMATION EOUATION t
C MCOH = MCOH MATRIX in THE STATE ESTIMATION EQUATION
C M«=Nllw=i£i* OF OBSERVATIONS NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE STATES
DIMENSION FEEdO.lOl.HHUQ.lO) .CCU0.10) .AU0.10)
P.FAL MCO<!0.10).MCOH(10.10>.M1<10.10).H2<10.10>.M3<10.10>
C MIN=NO. OF OBSERVATIONS NECESSARY
KI=JN/IN
K?=K1«IN
IF<Ka.EO.JN) 100.200
100 MIN=K1 . . '
GO TO r,n
200 !«fN=JN/IN«l
50 DO 51 I=I.JH
00 51 J=1.JN
FFE(ItJ)=A(ItJ)
51 MrOH(I.J)=0
c TO FORM MCO MATRIX FROM C-FEE-INVERSE MATRICES
CALL M ' T O I X (10.JN.JN.1.FEE.10.A1)
PPINT26
. DO 60 1 = 1 ON
60 PPI,"iT2S. (FEF( I»J ) O=1ON)
01 5? 1 = 1. MM
C STOSF FEE-I'iVEfSE AND HH MATRICES BECAUSE THEY ARE DESTROIED IN CALL MATRIX
DO 53 J=10N
On 53 < = 1ON
Ml (J.<I=FEE( J.KI
53 M?(J,K) =HH(J,K)
C»LL M A T R I X (20.IMOr4»JN,CC.10.MlilO»CC«10)
Do 54 j=i , IN
00 5<« K = 1 O N
I i = ( I - I l « I M » J
54 M C O ( ! A , K ) = M 3 ( J , K ) = C C ( J . K )
POINT27
00 61 J=1.IN ^
61 PRINT 25. (CC(J.K).K=1,JN)
CALL M A T R I X (20.INON«IN,M3.10.M2,10.M3,10)
C TO FORM ^COH M A T R I X FROM C-FEE-IMVERSE-H MATRICES
Mr=.MIN-I«l
00 56 JK=1,MC
00 56 J=!. IN
00 56 K=1.IN . 4
J)sJ»(JK-2«I >«INtKl=K*(JK-l)«IN
56 MCOrt(Jl.Kl
52 CONTINUE
MM=MIN»IN
00 62 1=1, MM
62 POIMT25. (MCO(I.J)O = 1
PPIMT30
DO 63 1=1. MM
- 102
63 PSINT2S. {MCDH(I,J).J=1.MM )
• TO FI'IO INVERSE OF MCO*tATPlX=A-TRA««A«A-TP.AS) FNl/FRSF.)
IF<K2.FO.JN)GO TO 101
00 SB 1=1, MM
DO 53 J=1,MM
•Ml t I .J)sMCO<!.J) •
58 Ml ( I .J)=M?(I.J)=MCO(J»I) !
CALL MATRIX (20,KM,JN.MH,M3 , 1 0 .Ml . 1 O.HI . 1 0 ) . '•
PPINT31
00 >><• 1 = 1. MM
64 PPINT 25. ( HI <I,J) .J=1,MM)
CALL M A T R I X <10.MM,MM,1,M1,10.A2) :
00 65 1=1. MM
65 POINT 2S.
CALL MATRIX(?OtJN,MM.HM,M2.10.Ml .10. Ml, 10)
PPIHT33
00 6(j 1 = 1 tJH
66 Psl f lT '25. I MKI.J) ,J = 1,MM)
GO TO 201
101 CALL MATTX (10.JN,JN,1,MCO,IO«A2)
DO ft7 I=1«JM
67 P=!NT?5.<MCO(I,J).J=I.JN)
DO 68 1=1, JN
On f>» J=l,JN
68 M) U, j )=MCOII«J)
25 F^SMAT uxsF2o.a)
26 Fr.sqfiTUX.o FF-E-IMVESSF MATRIX" )
27 Fn = V4T(iX«CFE'F:- IHVE : 'SF M A T R I X " )
21 FORMAT 1 1 *<• MCOMAT»IX »i
30 FORMATIIX" MCOHMATUK •)
31 FOSMATISSH HCO»MCO-TRAN MATRIX )
32 F.-.OMATiSSH ('•(CO<>MCO-THAN)-INVF.RSE MATRIX )
33 FnoMflT(5SH MCO-TPAMIMCQOMCO-TPAN) INVFR=MCO-INVERSr MATRIX )
3* FORMAT <SSH MCO is SQARE MATRIX so INVERSE is DIRECTLY FOUND >
201 RVTUftN
F.':U
MATMUL (N,M,L« A. Ml .B.M2»C.M3)
A(M1,H) ,6<M2,L) ,C(H3.L)
DO 10 1=1. N
DO 10 J=1.L
C( l .J )=0
00 10 K=1.M
10 C(I. J)=C(I,J)»A(I,K)«B(K.J)
RETURN
E'>0
SUBPOOTIfiF M A T A D D (N.M. A. Ml ,B.M2.CtM3) «.
OIMENSI.ON AMI ,M> .BIMZ.M) ,C (M3tM)
DO 10 I r l . U
OO 10 J = 1 « M
10 C(I,J)=i(I, J) »B(I,J)
RFTU3N
EHO
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